The Poisson brackets of the gravitational field at null infinity play a pivotal role in establishing the equivalence between the Ward identities involving BMS charges and the soft graviton theorem.
INTRODUCTION
The renewed interest in the infrared structure of asymptotically flat gravity has led to the discovery [1, 2] of a connection between asymptotic symmetries, in particular of BMS symmetry [3] , and Weinberg's soft graviton theorem [4, 5] . These apparently uncorrelated subjects were shown to be two sides of one coin: the quantum Ward identities associated to the supertranslation and superrotation symmetry of the gravitational S-matrix are equivalent to the leading and subleading orders of the soft graviton theorem, respectively [1, 2, [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] . Moreover, these subjects were shown to be just two of the three corners of a triangular equivalence relation, the third corner consiting of the gravitational memory effect [12] [13] [14] . One of the attractive features of such infrared triangle relies in its universal character. Indeed, a similar infrared behaviour is shared by other gauge theories, including electromagnetism and strong interactions [15] [16] [17] .
The description of the symplectic structure of the gravitational field at null infinity I for asymptotically flat spacetimes and of the associated BMS charges was originally carried out in a series of works by Ashtekar and collaborators [18] [19] [20] [21] . In the recent literature on the connection between BMS symmetries and soft graviton theorems, it was noticed however that in order to reproduce the action of supertranslations on the class of spacetimes under consideration, it is necessary to consider additional Poisson brackets involving boundary degrees of freedom of the gravitational field, which are closely related to the existence of soft gravitons [1, 2] . It has been argued, see e.g. [9, 22] that such Poisson brackets can be obtained by suitably adding "ad-hoc" boundary terms to the symplectic form, leading to boundary contributions to the Poisson brackets.
In this note we show that, by decomposing the free gravitational data into a bulk and a boundary field, the symplectic form, derived using the tools of covariant phase space formalism [23, 24] , naturally provides the correct bulk-bulk and boundary-boundary Poisson brackets. In addition, we construct both the supertranslations and superrotations charges and show that they can be decomposed into a bulk and a boundary term and that they canonically generate, through the Poisson brackets defined above, BMS transformation on the phase space of the asymptotic gravitational field.
We start in the next Section with a brief review of the structure of gravity at null infinity, the notion of asymptotic flatness and of BMS symmetries and show how the latter act on the free gravitational data on future null infinity I + . In Section 3 we explicitly calculate the symplectic form for the gravitational field on I + and in Section 4, after having decomposed the fields in a bulk and a pure boundary part, we use the symplectic form to extract their Poisson brackets. In Section 5 we derive the supertranslation charges and prove that they canonically generate supertranslations of the fields. Finally, in Section 6, we show how, after taking into account certain subtleties, our analysis can be extended to the full BMS algebra, including superrotations. We conclude with a brief summary and an outlook of the possible applications of the results presented.
ASYMPTOTIC SYMMETRIES
In general relativity the line element of asymptotically flat spacetimes admits the following asymptotic expansion around future null infinity 1 I + [25] [26] [27] 31] in retarded Bondi coordinates 2 (u, r, z,z)
where the first line is just Minkowski line element, γ zz is the metric on the unit two-sphere S 2 and
with D z the covariant derivative on the two-sphere S 2 , m B (u, z,z) the Bondi mass aspect and N z (u, z,z) the angular momentum aspect 3 . Introducing the Bondi news function
the time evolution of m B and N z is governed by Einstein equations, that for simplicity we are assuming without matter:
At first and second subleading order in the r expansion the function C zz is the only "free data"
that we need to assign, since all the other components of the metric are determined by C zz through (4) and (5), once initial conditions are assigned.
The asymptotic symmetries of asymptotically flat spacetimes were originally defined in [3] as the set of diffeomorphisms that preserve the Bondi gauge and the asymptotic behaviour of the line element in (1). They are thus generated by a vector field ξ solving the following equations 4 :
1 A similar analysis holds for I − . 2 (z,z) are complex stereographic coordinates on the two-sphere S 2 : z = cot θ 2 e iϕ . 3 For Nz we are using the conventions of [8, 28] . 4 In (6) and (7) latin indices label angular coordinates. we have two possible variants of such algebra. When these functions are given by −z n+1 and −z n+1 with n = −1, 0, 1 we talk about "global" BMS algebra. If n can take any integer value we talk about "local" or "extended" BMS algebra. The former choice was the one originally implemented by Sachs [3] , and the BMS algebra was defined as the semidirect sum of the algebra sl(2, C) generating Lorentz transformations with the abelian ideal s of supertranslations, consisting of arbitrary smooth functions on S 2 . The latter choice, first suggested in [30] [31] [32] leads to an algebra consisting of the semidirect sum of two copies of the Virasoro algebra Vir (the so-called "superrotations") with the algebra of supertranslations s.
Let us now recall how the BMS algebra acts on the free data C zz defining the line element in (1) . In order to obtain such action, one needs to compute the Lie derivative of the metric on-shell.
The action of supertranslations on C zz is given by [31] δ f C zz = f N zz − 2D
and similarly on N zz . Note that the homogeneous terms in (11) and (12) play a similar role to those of (9) and (10) . It vanishes for sl(2, C) transformations whereas it does not for pure superrotations.
THE SYMPLECTIC FORM ON I

+
In this Section we briefly review the covariant phase space approach for a generally covariant theory. Using this method we calculate, in the explicit case of general relativity, the symplectic form at future null infinity for asymptotically flat spacetimes.
Let us assume that the dynamics of the system is governed by a Lagrangian L. Since we are interested in the case of general relativity, we suppose that L can depend both on the metric g ab , the matter fields ψ and a finite number of their derivatives. We use the collective variable φ ≡ (g ab , ψ)
and write the change of the Lagrangian for an arbitrary variation of the fields φ → φ + δφ as
where we have defined
to be the Euler-Lagrange equations of motion and the vector θ µ , called "symplectic potential", comprises all the terms that come from using repeatedly the Leibniz rule. In the language of forms 5 equation (14) can be expressed as
where L is the Lagrangian 4-form and θ the 3-form associated with the symplectic potential. One defines the "presymplectic current" 3-form ω associated to two field variations δ 1 φ and δ 2 φ as follows:
and, given a Cauchy surface Σ, the "symplectic form" associated with Σ as
Note however that Ω Σ is not uniquely defined, since we have the freedom of transforming θ as
see e.g. [23] . In general, the symplectic form Ω Σ may depend on the particular slice Σ. However, if φ and the field variations δ 1 φ and δ 2 φ obey the equations of motion and the linearised equations of motion around φ, respectively, provided that the integral converges, Ω Σ does not depend on the choice of Σ [23] . The symplectic form is the key ingredient to define both the Poisson brackets and the conserved quantities in the theory.
Here we focus on the case of General Relativity. Starting from the Einstein-Hilbert Lagrangian 6 ,
we obtain that, under the variation g µν → g µν + h µν , i.e. δg µν = h µν
where we have used the metric g µν to raise and lower the indices, δg µν = −g µα g νβ δg αβ ≡ −h µν and h ≡ g µν h µν and where the symplectic potential is given by
Using (18) and (19) , the symplectic form is given [34, 35] by
In general, the hypersurface Σ can be taken either to be a spacelike slice or pushed out to a null surface. Here we are interested in asymptotically flat spacetimes and, in particular, to calculate
From the line element in (1) we find that the background metric is just the Minkowski metric η µν and
and hence
For a null hypersurface in Bondi coordinates we have that √ −g(d 3 x) µ = r 2 δ r µ γ zz du ∧ dz ∧ dz and thus we need to take the r component of the integrand of (22) , that reads
In terms of the ∧-product the symplectic form of (22) is then given by
In order to carry out an explicit calculation of the symplectic form in (29) we need to specify the boundary conditions on the field C zz . Such conditions play a key role because they account for the soft graviton zero modes [1, 2] . We assume that C zz satisfies
where ϕ ± zz (z,z) are smooth, non vanishing functions on S 2 and thus, integrating (3), we have
This last equation can be seen as the lim ω→0 N ω zz , where N ω zz is the Fourier transform of N zz . A non-vanishing ∆ϕ zz measuring the difference between the gauge field C zz at I + + and I + − , future and past of I + , respectively, can be associated to the existence of soft gravitons (see [1, 2, 36] for further details).
POISSON BRACKETS OF BULK AND BOUNDARY FIELDS
In order to introduce a decomposition of C zz into bulk and boundary fields we integrate equation (3) taking into account the boundary conditions (30) and write
which subtracted lead to the following decomposition
In (34) we are choosing ∆ϕ zz and ϕ − zz as independent degrees of freedom, but we could have equally chosen ϕ + zz and ϕ − zz . Our choice is motivated by the fact that ∆ϕ zz and ϕ − zz will be paired in the symplectic form, i.e. they will be symplectic partners. It is also important to notice that from equation (34) we have N zz = ∂ u C zz = ∂ uĈzz and from (35) 
so that (31) is not spoiled:
So far we have divided the free data C zz into a "bulk" contributionĈ zz and a pure boundary part. One of the advantages of working withĈ zz is that it simplifies the calculation of the symplectic form, for it has the property
since the boundary term in the first line vanishes identically due to (36) and where we have used the antisymmetry of the wedge product in the last step.
Let us now proceed to the calculation of the symplectic form. Substituting (34) in (29) we obtain
Using (38) for the second term in the first line we obtain
where we have used the fact that the first terms in the second and third lines of (39) cancel each other because of the antisymmetry of the ∧-product. We thus see that, according to the decomposition (34), the symplectic form splits into a bulk and a boundary part.
In order to make contact with [1, 2, 8] we now focus on the class of spacetimes considered in these works, the so-called Christoudoulou-Klainerman (C-K) spacetimes. Such space-times are characterized by a fall-off of the Bondi news N zz as u −1−ǫ , with ǫ > 0, for u → ±∞, so that the integral over u in (40) converges and where
whit C − and C + arbitrary real functions on S 2 . These properties define our phase space Γ:
Note that, interpreting (9) as a gauge transformation, equations (41) are telling us that the field C zz is pure gauge on I + ± . For the calculation of the symplectic form we also take the variations δC zz and δN zz of C zz and N zz to be C-K in the sense that
For notational simplicity, from now on, we set C − ≡ C.
We can finally write the symplectic form (40) on the phase space Γ as 7
Clearly, Ω I + converges on the whole phase space Γ. From such symplectic form we can easily read off the non-vanishing Poisson brackets: 7 We use the property
These brackets match those derived in earlier works, see e.g. [2] , however in our approach it is not necessary to add "ad hoc" boundary terms in the symplectic form to obtain the desired result, as suggested in [9, 22] . In fact, as we showed, the bulk-bulk and boundary-boundary Poisson brackets are obtained directly from the definition of the symplectic form and from the splitting (34) we introduced.
SUPERTRANSLATION CHARGES AS CANONICAL GENERATORS
In the covariant phase space approach the infinitesimal charge associated with the asympotic symmetry generated by a vector field ξ is defined as [24] :
where we have introduced the notation ✁ δ in order to emphasize that (48) might not be an exact differential in the field space. The finite charge can be obtained by integrating ✁ δQ ξ along a path in the field space. Such charge is said to be integrable if the integral does not depend on the particular path chosen, i.e. if there exists a functional Q ξ such that ✁ δQ ξ = δ(Q ξ ). It can be shown that Q ξ is conserved on shell [24] , that in this context means when φ satisfies the ordinary equations of motion and δφ the linearized equations around the solution φ.
In order to obtain the supertranslation charges we need to find the explicit expressions for δ fĈzz , δ f N and δ f C. Taking into account (41) , evaluating (9) on I + ± yields, due to the fall-off of the Bondi news:
so that δ f C + = δ f C = −2f and thus δ f N = 0. For the bulk part we simply have
These expressions show that the boundary conditions ofĈ zz are preserved under a supertranslation.
Indeed, using the fall-off of the Bondi news we have
as required by (36) . We thus have that the action of supertranslations is well-defined on Γ, i.e. it maps Γ into itself.
Using equation (48) we can write the infinitesimal supertranslation charges as
Plugging equations (10) and (51) in the previous expression, integrating by parts and using the vanishing of N zz on the boundaries of I + we have that ✁ δQ f = δQ f , where
The supertranslation charge Q f thus splits into a hard and soft part Q H f , and Q S f , quadratic and linear in the fields, respectively. Note that in the case of an ordinary four-translation the soft term vanishes whereas in the case of a pure supertranslation it does not and its contribution is proportional to the soft mode. Our result (53) exactly matches the expression used in the literature, see e.g. [1, 2, 8] .
Using the Poisson brackets (46) and (47), it is straightforward to check that Q f canonically generates supertranslations:
so that
These relations play a central role in the recently discovered connection between the asymptotic symmetries of asimptotically flat spacetimes and soft gravitons theorems. Indeed, assuming the invariance of the gravitational S-matrix under a diagonal BMS 0 supertranslation 8 , it was shown in [1, 2] that the Ward identities associated to Q f given in (53) are equivalent to Weinberg's soft graviton theorem [4, 5] , which relates the scattering amplitude of an arbitrary quantum process involving soft gravitons to the same amplitude without the gravitons insertion. The proportionality factor between such amplitudes is, at leading order in the soft expansion, the so-called "soft factor"
and it is related to Q S f . 8 The diagonal BMS 0 is obtained from BMS + × BMS − by means of an antipodal identification identification of the generators [1] .
SUPERROTATIONS
A natural step at this point would be to extend the construction above to the full BMS algebra, i.e. to include superrotations in the picture. This is however not as straightforward as it might seem. Indeed, as already pointed out in [8] , the actions (11) and (12) can map the fields outside the original phase space Γ in (42) one started with. This is because the transformed field δ Y C zz diverges linearly in u due to the last term in (11) and δ Y N zz does not fall as u −1−ǫ on the boundaries of I + , but gets shifted instead. The action of superrotations is in fact defined on a phase space larger than Γ, see e.g. [9, 10] . Hence, there appears to be an obstruction to the introduction of a splitting of the transformed field δ Y C zz similar to that of (50) which is preserved under superrotations.
Superrotations are also peculiar for what concern their role in the connection between the soft graviton theorem and the BMS Ward identities. Indeed while the sub-leading order in the soft expansion of the soft graviton theorem [6] , also known as "Cachazo-Strominger" theorem, implies the Ward identities associated to the superrotation invariance of the gravitational S-matrix [7] , the converse is not true. A complete equivalence was shown in [9, 10] , where a "generalized BMS" algebra involving Diff(S 2 ) rather than two copies of Vir was considered and a new set of Diff(S 2 ) charges was introduced.
In this section, in order to by-pass the issue concerning the action of superrotations on Γ, we do not impose restrictions on the phase space and, using the tools developed in Section 5, we derive the infinitesimal charges associated to the transformations (11) and (12) . As it will turn out, they will consist of an integrable and a non-integrable part, in agreement with the result of [32] . We will show how their components split into bulk and boundary terms, both of which comprise a hard and a soft component and we prove that the integrable part canonically generates the transformations of the fields, using the Poisson brackets of (46) and (47). Our results for the bulk degrees of freedom will reproducee the expression for the charges given in in the literature in [9, 10] .
In order to obtain the infinitesimal charges, let us derive the transformation laws of the bulk and boundary fields under superrotations. From equation (11) we have
As remarked above, the transformed boundary terms are divergent. However, as we will see, the charges we will derive below generate exactly the transformations in (56), (57) and (58). 
Integrating by parts it is easy to see that this expression decomposes in an integrable part δQ Y and a non-integrable contributionΘ Y . The charge associated to the integrable part is given by 9
while the non integrable part iŝ
Note that, as we anticipated above, integrating by parts 10 the last term in (60) yields the same result obtained in [9, 10] . As for supertranslations, the chargeQ Y is composed by a hard and a soft part,Q H Y andQ S Y , whereQ S Y is given by the last two terms in (60), linear in the fields. It is straightforward to check, using the Poisson brackets of (46) that
i.e. the charge obtained from the integrable part of ✁ δQ Y canonically generates superrotations on the bulk fields.
Let us now focus on the boundary fields. The infinitesimal charge is now given by
9 The decomposition is non-unique, since it is invariant under the transformationQ BMS conserved charges of the theory and show that via their Poisson brackets with the fields they canonically generate BMS transformations. For supertranslations this task was straightforward with the conserved charge decomposing in the well known hard and soft contributions. For superrotations the derivation of the conserved charges was slightly more involved since the variation of the symplectic form produced non-integrable contributions which had to be discarded while the integrable terms led to conserved charges, again splitting in hard and soft contributions, which canonically generate superrotations.
The decoupling in bulk and boundary degrees of freedom at null infinity we uncovered in this work could be relevant in several contexts. On one side this bulk/boundary decomposition is particularly suggestive since the boundary conditions on the field C zz play a primary role in establishing the equivalence between the BMS Ward identities and Weinberg's soft graviton theorem. Thus it is quite natural to ask which insights could our phase space construction provide in a quantum setting, particularly for what concerns the role of the zero modes of the gravitational field [36, 37] . On the other hand the independent action of the BMS algebra on the bulk and boundary components of the gravitational field which we spelled out might have interesting applications for what concerns the "holographic" aspects of the description of flat space scattering amplitudes as correlators on the celestial sphere [38] [39] [40] . This could have useful ramifications for the ambitious programme of setting up an holographic description of four dimensional quantum gravity in terms of a conformal field theory living on the celestial sphere [41] . We postpone to future studies a more in depth exploration of these matters.
